### Monday
**TSW:**
- Review ír + a + an infinitive.
- Introduce the verb jugar as a stem changing verb.

*(Finish Ch.4b Grammar today).*

**Review:** Ir + a + an infinitive handout.

**Guided Practice:** The Verb *Jugar*

**Independent Practice:** WB pg. 145 and 146

**Closure:** Reminder to study for TEST tomorrow! (Ch.4b Vocabulary and Grammar)

**Extra Credit:** Box of Kleenex due Friday, 3/1/08. Limit 2

### Tuesday
**TSW:**
- Take Chapter 4b Vocabulary and Grammar Test.

**Review:** Chapter 4b Vocabulary and Grammar.

**TEST:** Chapter 4b Vocabulary and Grammar.

**Closure:** Begin Chapter 5a Vocabulary tomorrow- Family Trees!

### Wednesday
**TSW:**
- Begin Chapter 5a Vocabulary!

**Independent Practice:** Begin Chapter 5a Vocabulary.

**Family Tree Project:** Students will receive instructions in class on creating their family trees.

**Closure:** Project is due today for a grade.

**Reminder:** Extra Credit due on Friday!

### Thursday
**TSW:**

SAME AS WEDNESDAY

### Friday
**TSW:**
- Review Chapter 5a Vocabulary for QUIZ next Monday.
- Begin chapter 5a grammar.

**Review Game:** Chapter 5a Vocabulary

**Guided Practice:** Begin Chapter 5a Grammar- The verb Tener.

**Independent Practice:** WB pg. 159 and 160

**Closure:** Remind students that they have a Ch.5a Vocabulary Quiz on Monday (March 4, 2008)!

EXTRA CREDIT DUE TODAY- Box of Kleenex (limit 2)!

* Note: maybe be subject to change/modify per class